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Abstract

Both theories and experiments have been widely accepted as the driving force to
promote research in any fields of science. It passed about 40∼50 years since a computer
simulation is called as the third method of science. A recent explosion of data, so-called
big data appearance, strengthens the research domain to study a method of tools for
analyzing big data such as statistics, machine learning, data mining, and visualization
technologies. This phenomenon is called the fourth paradigm after a publication.

The data assimilation (DA) is a synthesis technique based on the Bayesian filtering
method by embedding observation/experiment data in a numerical simulation. DA is
an emerging area in earth sciences, particularly oceanography. Its research motivation
is easily understood simply if we notice that there are too many uncertainties in the
model such as the boundary condition, initial condition, unknown parameters, and
unknown dynamics. It yields an accommodation ability to make a simulation real, and
the better initial and boundary conditions can be automatically obtained.

Major objects of DA can be categorized in the following five aspects: 1) To pro-
duce the best (better) initial condition for forecasting. It is actually realized in the
real weather forecast. 2) To find the best (better) boundary condition in constructing
a simulation model. This procedure includes a setting of appropriate boundary con-
ditions necessary for dealing with the coupled phenomena. 3) To attain an optimal
parameter vector that appears in an empirical law (scheme) employed for describing
complicated phenomena which possesses the different time and spatial scales. A valida-
tion of the empirically given values is regarded as this problem. 4) To inter/extrapolate
(estimate) physical quantity at times and locations without observations based on a nu-
merical simulation model. This procedure is called a generation of re-analysis dataset
(product). This dataset is used to discover a new scientific finding by general geo-
physical researchers. 5) To conduct an experiment with a virtual observation network
and perform a sensitivity analysis in an attempt to construct an effective observation
network system with less budgetary cost and less consuming time.

DA can be applicable to any scientific domains involving numerical simulation mod-
els. In statistical methodology, DA can be formulated in the state space model that
draws much interest of the researchers in various domains such as the time series anal-
ysis, signal processing, and control theory. A numerical simulation model is usually
carried out with the discrete version of a partial differential equations (PDE) which
is assumed to represent a real system. In this talk, we give a brief introduction to
DA within a framework of the statistical modeling and demonstrate our several exam-
ples to show how we can extract useful knowledge from big data through numerical
simulation.
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